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Multidimensional artist Joan Baron has been making her
mark in the Southwest since the 1980s, and continues to

break ground with new work that transcends time
TEXT BY NANCY ERDMANN ! PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA MOSS
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— oan Baron says she has come full circle as an artist. Public historian and Scottsdale resident Nancy Dallett says
Celebrated over the years for innovative tile work Baron's work has brought a Sonoran Desert look and feel to
that has transformed ordinary kitchens, fireplaces, homes, gardens and communities for more than 30 years. "Joan's
showers and walkways into timeless works of art, she tile work brings life to pathways, fences, fireplaces and rammedactually began her artistic journey with something earth walls," she notes. "The results are life-affirming, healing
/
much smaller in scale—a clay bowl places for people to meet, relax and recharge."

*j started out fascinated by the potter's wheel as a As both an artist and an educator, Baron strives to integrate

tool to create functional ceramic bowls. It was a strong emotion- these two professions by designing sustainable tile installations
al connection that evolved into a passion for edible landscaping in homes, workspaces and hospitals. One example is a mixedand environmental activism,* she remembers. Today, when I media piece that incorporates more than 5 tons of broken
design functional pieces, the work celebrates this sensual, spin- SaltiUo tile. Another consists of compressed dirt and handmade
tual and environmental connection of people and the earth." tiles. Even while mentoring art students or providing design
Baron, who was honored in 1990 as a Phoenix Home & Gar- consultations, she promotes and practices environmentally senden Master of the Southwest, said she found her connection to sitive ideas. Among these are earth architecture, clay plastering
the natural world while growing up in Bowling Green, Ohio. She and repurposing of found materials.
has fond memories of a childhood spent wandering around her "What I admire about Joan the most is her optimism," says
father's scrap-metal yard and planting flowers with her mother. Phoenix architect Eddie Jones, who was named a Master of the
"These were formative experiences that awakened my sensi- Southwest in 1994. "Her use of materials is honest and bcautibilities, in that years later, collecting discarded materials from fuL She lives and breathes possibility."
building sites and planting seeds in alleyways seemed the natural Never straying far from clay. Baron continues to nurture her
thing to do," she remarks. passions for all things earthbound. Which brings us back to her
After earning a Master of Fine Arts degree from the Art Insti- bowls,
tute of Chicago, Baron moved from the Windy Gty to Arizona "For me, it's all about working the earth, growing food, and
in 1980. Inspired by the rich desert environment and the tile delivering that connection to others. It's about buying localindustry of neighboring Mexico, she developed her own signa- eating out of a bowl made by the hand of an artist, rather than
ture line of handmade and glazed clay tiles, sculptural murals out of a plastic bowl that carries a large carbon footprint," she
and sinks. says. "People always have and always will respond positively to
"The desert was full of mystery and intrigue for me," Baron something handmade, because we are reconnecting with our
observes. "I designed tile collections of desert flora and fauna, own true essence." 51
and textural works that expressed the vast mountain ranges and

light quality that I had not experienced in the city."
Suzanne D.Johnson, executive director of Gnosis Ltd., a local
nonprofit organization dedicated to the arts, calls Baron a "true
desert rat. She is thoughtful and sensitive to the environment,
and she brings the color palette of our surroundings to her art."
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Oppositei A longtime Arizona artist, Joan Baron relaxes in
her Scottsdale home with the things she loves best. Includ¬
ing her cat, Shakinah. Behind her Is a troweled earthen wall
that she created.

This page, clockwise from above; Fired and glazed
tile leaves express the colors of seasonal changes in
On Turning, a piece that Joan Baron created for her
front yard. ! In her backyard, reclaimed translucent
onyx tiles arc set into rustcd-stecl gates that allow in
filtered sunlight. ! Wand-formed bowls hold some of
the day's harvest from the artists garden. Opposite
page, clockwise from top left: Using hand-chiseled
glass mosaic tiles. Baron meticulously inlaid this
floral composition inspired by the night-blooming
cercus cactus. ! The artist paired toxtural handmade
tilcs-which incorporate glass and amber stone-with
carved and cut tiles to form this fireplace hearth. ! A
fabricated metal "cage" holds tile shards that Baron
saved over the years. The unusual element is part of
a large rammed-carth sculpture. ! Locotcd in a Phoe¬
nix neighborhood that receives flood irrigation, this
standpipe—which houses a valvo to release waterwas prettied up with one of Baron's tile mosaics.
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; J^Joan Baron grows a variety oF
it ' Jierbs ond greens that eventually

j' '^make their way into her ceramic
bowls for serving salads, soups

P

and desserts. Displayed on her
home-studio wall is a selection

\ *£°f works from her 40-plus-ycar

• ^career. From wheel-thrown to

\ foiled and constructed pieces, her
;

-fascination with form, function,

! cojor and texture is represented

^h*re, she soys.
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This page, clockwise from top loft: The transforma¬
tive nature of clay is evident in these four sculptural
pieces that took their inspiration from the surfaces of
trees. ! A seedpod design was drawn on a fired clay
bowl. When glazing is complete, the bowl will be fired
a second time in the kiln. Beneath it is a worktable.

which Joan Baron often uses as a sketching surface. !
Functional and strong yet delicate to the touch, these
small bowls nestle comfortably in the palm of one's
hand. The artist, who uses them to serve condiments

or seasonings, says it is important to her to make the
connection between that which grows and a desire for
good health and abundance. Opposite; Works in prog¬
ress in Baron's studio include platter and bowl forms,
and a porcelain study of a sunflower.
See Sources.
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